Abstract: Gastric plication was selected for cases with potential for continuous diet and exercise after operation. The appetite of patients decreased after operation due to total gastric volume restriction. The study aimed at finding if it is worth or not to plicate in relation to excess body weight loss (EBWL). 47 patients were enrolled in the study between May 2014 till Nov 2015 with follow up till Nov 2015 with body mass index (BMI) of 38 -65. Laparoscopic gastric plication (LGP) was done to all using two rows of continuous o prolene thread aided with harmonic scalpel. BMI and EBW were calculated prior to LGP then EBWL was estimated at six months and one year. The following scale was applied regarding EBWL 0- 14 %failure, 15% -39% poor, 40%- 69% medium, 70% or more excellent outcome, while regain of 10% or more marked as regain. We had one (2.1%) deplication, six (12.7%) regained weight, two (4.2%) failures, fourteen (29.7%) poor, sixteen (34%) medium outcome and eight (17%) with excellent outcome regarding EBWL. We concluded that it is very difficult to roll out LGP, we found it is worth to do LGP although only 17% got excellent EBWL and 34% got medium EBWL which was acceptable to those patients which represent more than 50% of our patients. This acceptance was supported by the low cost, safety and the potential reversibility of the procedure.
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1. Introduction

Restrictive methods (RM) are the most conservative bariatric surgery. Malabsorptive method has longer effect on weight loss but the risk of late complications due to vitamin deficiency and anemia is noticeable [1]. Gastric plication was selected for cases with potential for continuous diet and exercise after operation [2]. The appetite of patients decreased after operation due to total gastric volume restriction. [3]. The price of hospitalization and instruments used in gastric plication was 2000$, while gastric bypass would cost 4500$ and sleeve or banding 4000$ [4].

The complications were not more than other methods; and costs were far less than any other bariatric surgery. The final result of weight loss was almost the same as other restrictive techniques [5]. However, the wide range of weight loss resulted from different methods of restrictive bariatric surgery means the main reason of weight loss is not just a specific technique; but also could be mostly the patient’s motivation to keep appropriate lifestyle [6]. Based on endoscopy and mucosal biopsy and chyme analysis in randomized cases and according to reoperation (due to gallstone or appendicitis), plicated fold showed shrinkage due to muscular atrophy, but the mucosa was normal. Shrinkage of plicated fold and extension of elastic gastric wall were two main factors for limited effective time of
plication (4 years) [7]. Replication was easier than plication, because release of greater curvature had been done before, adhesions of liver or omentum to stomach were loose and resuturing over dilated plicated stomach was something like the second row suturing in plication method [8]. In vertical banded gastroplasty (VBG) the risk of reflux, leak, blow out of stomach, regain and foreign body reaction would be highly observed [4]. Complications secondary to sleeve gastrectomy including leakage, disruption and malabsorption is about 10% [9]. Effective time of all restrictive methods is limited to 3 to 4 years, so risk of regain is the problem of all kinds of bariatric surgeries. In duodenal switch (DS) there is a replication (4 years) [7]. Replication was easier than plication, because release of greater curvature had been done before, adhesions of liver or omentum to stomach were loose and resuturing over dilated plicated stomach was something like the second row suturing in plication method [8]. In vertical banded gastroplasty (VBG) the risk of reflux, leak, blow out of stomach, regain and foreign body reaction would be highly observed [4]. Complications secondary to sleeve gastrectomy including leakage, disruption and malabsorption is about 10% [9]. Effective time of all restrictive methods is limited to 3 to 4 years, so risk of regain is the problem of all kinds of bariatric surgeries. In duodenal switch (DS) there is a significant mal-absorptive component, so the patient must be closely monitored for nutritional deficiencies. These patients are at greater risk of chronic diarrhea, more foul smelling stools and flatus. In gastric bypass because it includes resection, anastomosis and malabsorption, the risk of mortality and morbidity are 1% and up to 15% respectively [10]. There is about 10% to 20% of emergency band removal (happening in wide range of time after surgery) in gastric banding operation because of balloon leakage, band erosion/migration, deep infection and reaction to foreign body [11].

2. Patients and Methods

Forty seven patients were enrolled in the study between May 2014 till Nov 2015 with follow up till Nov 2015 with BMI of 38 - 65. LGP was done to all using two rows of continuous o prolene thread aided with harmonic scalpel. BMI and EBW were calculated prior to LGP then EBW Loss was estimated at six months and one year. The following scale was applied regarding EBW loss 0-14 %failure, 15%-39% poor, 40%-69% medium, 70% or more excellent outcome, while regain of 10% or more marked as regain.

3. Results

We had one (2.1%) deplication, six (12.7%) regained weight, two (4.2%) failures, fourteen (29.7%) poor, sixteen (34%) medium outcome and eight (17%) with excellent outcome regarding EBWL.

4. Discussion

Long term results depend mainly on the extent of motivation to keep on corrected lifestyle. Restrictive effect of surgery takes until 4 years and then enlargement of stomach up to 250 cc is enough to induce regain.

As the main group of cases were young females and they were interested in plication due to very low complication rate, we think the main factor for increasing motivation of these patients was social factors like marriage; so that after some time of operation these social factors have been solved and patients’ motivations has decreased.

As the effects of all restrictive methods are almost the same, the best method is the one with the least risk of complication. Gastric plication has the least rate of reoperation which is due to 1% technical (in the first week) and less than 0.2% late complications. It is noteworthy in comparison to other restrictive methods like gastric banding or sleeve gastrectomy.

Talepour stated that laparoscopic gastric plication is as effective as other restrictive methods to lose weight. Its advantages include: easy follow up, no foreign body, much less cost, low complications (0.6%), low reoperation (1%), only 31% regain up to 12 years follow up, easy plan for regain group, psychological advantage due to independency to surgeon and sense of normal physiology and anatomy without any resection. This method is reversible if needed and also does not prohibit complementary malabsorptive methods (2 stage operation) in cases with insufficient weight loss [12].

Shen stated one year after surgery, the mean %EBWL was 58.8 ± 16.7 % (n = 11) in the LGP group [13], this goes hand in hand with our outcome as we had 51% EBWL at the end of the first year. This also in accordance with Yun et al who stated that the percentage of EBWL for LGP varied from 31.8% to 74.4% with follow-up from 6 months to 24 months [14].

Special hormones of stomach (Ghrelin, Leptin etc.) make an appetite balance in normal condition. Although the effect of ghrelin on appetite is remarkable, balance between gastric hormones and appetite was not changed after sleeve gastrectomy [15].

Losing appetite is related to decreased intraluminal space and high intraluminal pressure. This mechanism is more noticeable in gastric plication. When intraluminal space increases during time, appetite increases as well regardless of surgical technique used.

To sum it up, advantages of LGP over other restrictive methods are as follows. First, the patient is independent postoperatively with easy follow up; which means the patient is free from any obligatory post-operative procedures e.g. balloon size regulation in gastric banding. No foreign body reaction is the next advantage of LGP as only two or three prolene or nylon threads are used with no use of mesh or band.

Owen Haskins study showed EBWL at the range of 50% at six months and 60% on 12 months [16] more or less exactly
with ours as we got 51% EBWL at the end of the first year (34% medium outcome and 17% excellent outcome).

Moreover, less cost due to no need for stapler or band and short period of postoperative hospitalization are very important factors for patients. Less complication such as leakage, infection or erosion should be noted since this method is the most conservative procedure among other bariatric surgeries with no resection or anastomosis.

In case when the patient is not tolerating the procedure deplication is reversible during first 6 weeks just by cutting the suture lines and easily releasing the mild adhesions. This can be followed by adding malabsorptive method as a second stage operation in cases with insufficient weight loss without any change to previous surgery.

As there is no usage of stapler and resection of greater curvature, LGP is less invasive and more conservative with reversible potency and less risk of complications such as leakage and bleeding which if happened is very easy to manage.

5. Conclusion

It is very difficult to roll out LGP, we found it is worth to do LGP although only 17% got excellent EBWL and 34% got medium EBWL which were acceptable to those patients which represent more than 50% of our patients. This acceptance was supported by the low cost, safety and the potential reversibility of the procedure.
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